Wilco Rowco
P Series

Insulated Plug 32A, 250V/500V
3, 4 and 5 Pin Models
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1.

Unscrew gland nut with complete gland assembly intact. Loosen cord clamp.

2.

Remove Earth and two plug pin housing fixing screws from plug body.

3.

Remove plug pin housing assembly from plug body.

4.

Strip flexible cord as shown, pass through gland nut, cable gland and plug body.

5.

Place appropriate conductors into p|ug pin housing assembly terminals and tighten
screws to secure bared conductors and ensure good electrical contact. Check Earth is
connected to E terminal.

6.

Pull excess cord in plug cover until pin housing assembly seats itself in plug body.
Replace Earth and two fixing screws through plug body into plug pin housing assembly.

7.

Screw gland nut tight to ensure IP rating is maintained.

8.

To lock gland nut in place, terminate locking screw into recess provided.

9.

Tighten clamp onto cord.

10. Check Earth screw is in place through plug body into Earth pin. Check Earthing
continuity with meter from Earth pin to plug body.
This product is designed to effectively clamp and seal on cable outside diameters as listed.
Other devices such as cable glands, flexible conduit adaptors, etc. may be used and will need
to have the thread form as shown to suit the product.
Cat. no.

Description

Max cable O.D.

Min cable I.D.

Alt entry thread form

P132

3 Pin 32A, 250V

16.5mm

11mm

M32 x 1.5mm

P432

4 Pin 32A, 500V

16.5mm

11mm

M32 x 1.5mm

P532

5 Pin 32A, 500V

16.5mm

11mm

M32 x 1.5mm
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